
Reading Assessment



Foundation Stage

Understand the five key concepts 
about print,

- print has meaning

- the names of the different parts of 
a book

- print can have different purposes

- page sequencing

- we read English text from left to 
right and top to bottom

Develop phonological awareness so 
that they can:
- spot and suggest rhymes
- count and clap syllables in words
- recognize (hear) words with the 
same initial sound, such as money and 
mother

Engage in extended conversation about 

stories, learning new vocabulary.

Nursery



Baseline Assessment –

Literacy, communication and language

Completed within 6 weeks of a child starting in Reception 
using an online portal

Completed 1:1

Results are Reported

Teachers can print an individual report



Baseline Example Questions

Point to the sea
Point to the island and then 
the umbrella

I have a panda, 
which other 
animal starts 
with a p.



Listen to the word dog. What is 
the first sound you can hear in 
the word dog?

Can you hear any other sounds?

I can see a d-u-ck. Can you 
show me the d-u-ck?



Martha asked Mum for an ice-cream. She went to the ice-cream van. 
The other children got their ice-cream. Finally, Martha got an ice-
cream.
Did Mum let Martha have an ice-cream?

Can you put the pictures of the story in the right order?

What happened next?



Termly Phonics Assessments – Little Wandle



Reception - Early Learning Goal (Teacher Assessed)

Comprehension
Demonstrate understanding of what has 
been read to them by retelling stories and 
narratives using their own words and 
recently introduced vocabulary.
Anticipate (where appropriate) key events in 
stories.
Use and understand recently introduced 
vocabulary during discussions about stories, 
non-fiction, rhymes and poems and during 
role play

Word Reading
Say a sound for each letter in the 
alphabet and at least 10 digraphs.
Read words consistent with their 
phonic knowledge by sound-blending.
Read aloud simple sentences and 
books that are consistent with their 
phonic knowledge, including some 
common exception words.



Year 1 and 2



Year 1 and 2 PIRA Reading 

Assessments

The children complete a reading 

test once in the Autumn, Spring and 

Summer Term. This provides a 

termly standardised assessment of 

the children’s reading attainment 

and an overview of their reading 

skills:

• Phonics (decoding)

• Comprehension (literal 

understanding and retrieval from 

the text)

• Inference and prediction 



Year One Phonics Screening Check  

The phonics screening check is taken 

individually by all children in Year 1 in 

England, and is usually taken in June. 

It is designed to give teachers and 

parents information on how your child 

is progressing in phonics. It will help to 

identify whether your child needs 

additional support at this stage so that 

they do not fall behind in this vital early 

reading skill.

The phonics screening check contains 

40 words divided into two sections of 

20 words. Both sections contain a 

mixture of real words and pseudo-

words.



Key Stage 1 Reading SATs

This is completed in Year Two usually in May. There are two papers in the 

Reading test, each worth 20 marks. Each may include fiction, non-fiction and 

poetry. Children answer comprehension questions to show their understanding 

of the texts. There are two papers to complete, with the second paper being 

slightly more challenging. Each test will last approximately 30 – 40 minutes.



Assessment - PiRA



How do we assess at KMS?

• At Kings Meadow, we formally assess the children 3 times a year.

• This is done using an assessment scheme called PiRA (progress in 
reading assessment).

• PiRA is used in years 1-5 and tests are designed for whole-class use, 
with pupils of all abilities. Tests take between 30-40 minutes.

• PiRA results identify specific gaps in knowledge based on pupil 
performance and suggests learning sequences to address these.



What do we do if we notice gaps?

• Any child not achieving the expected level for their age will be put 
into targeted intervention groups, specific to their need across the 
key stage.

• Fast Track Phonics 

• Guided Reading

• Comprehension

• 1:1 reading



How do we help the more able?

• When looking at assessment data, we also identify children working 
above the expected level. These children are also supported, through 
carefully designed interventions.

• Comprehensions

• Reading higher quality texts

• Higher level questioning



Question types in PiRA

• Multiple choice (circle correct answer)

• Multiple choice (tick boxes)

• Match up

• One mark questions

• 2 mark questions



• All the skills developed throughout the 
school are tested in Y6.

• There is only one paper the children have to 
sit.

• It is a 60min test (including reading time)
• There is three different texts within it and a 

range of questions on each text.
• These texts will all be different types (fiction, 

non-fiction and poetry)
• There is 50 marks in total with some 

questions awarding more than one mark.



Question Types

• 10 – 30% selected response (multiple choice, Ranking/ordering, 
Matching, Labelling

• 40-60% Short constructed response (find and copy, short response)

• 20-40% Open ended response (How does the writer … Explain fully…)



3-Mark Questions

• There is always between one to four 3-mark questions in the Y6 SATS.

• These questions involve more detail in the children’s answers.

• To help the children answer these question we ask them to PEE on 
their work!



P.E.E

Point – Make a point

Evidence – Find evidence from the text to back up your point

Explanation – Explain how the evidence proves you point.





Point



Evidence



Explain



Put it all together!
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